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YAY,  S C I E NC E ! 

WOMEN WITH A HISTORY  

OF UTIS WHO INCREASED  

THEIR WATER INTAKE BY  

THIS MANY PINTS PER  

DAY WERE NEARLY HALF  

AS LIKELY TO GET AN  

INFECTION AS WOMEN  

WHO DID NOT.

SOURCE: INFECTIOUS DISEASES SOCIETY OF AMERICA

Is it true 
that  

my tolerance  
for booze goes 
down during  
my period?
A_ That’s a total 

myth. The biggest 

change during 

menstruation is that 

estrogen and proges-

terone levels drop. 

But those hormones 

don’t affect the way 

you metabolize alco-

hol, so you shouldn’t 

get intoxicated any 

faster than usual. 

Ask Dr. Ashton

I’m 20.  
Is it possi-

ble my boobs  
are still growing?
A_ Definitely. 

Breasts can get larger 

until your mid-20s. 

In fact, they can 

change shape and size 

at any age, as your 

body-fat percentage 

fluctuates. Check 

with your doctor if 

you notice any major 

differences. 

Q Q

SOURCE: JENNIFER ASHTON, MD, OB-GYN, AND  
ABC NEWS CHIEF MEDICAL CORRESPONDENT

 Open your Amazon App  

 Tap the camera icon 

 Choose SmileCode  

 Scan to shop!



By Caitlin Carlson

scan to shopThis is your 
phone’s new 
happy place. 

You’ll 
Live

HOW  BA D  I S  I T ? 

Using Hand 
Sanitizer Instead 

of Washing

/

Those circular bruises popping up on the backs of Lady 

Gaga and Michael Phelps? They’re from this ancient 

Chinese technique, in which small cups are a�ixed to the 

skin, creating suction. The process purportedly slays 

tension and increases circulation, but there’s no scien-

ti�ic study showing clear evidence that it works, says 

exercise physiologist and Cosmo health adviser Albert 

Matheny, cofounder of the SoHo Strength Lab. Getting 

a massage or working out your knots with a foam roller 

is just as good—if not better—for stress and aches. 

Wellness or Woo-Woo?

Cupping

HEALTHY
OBSESSION

There’s now no 

reason to stick 

your phone in 

the waistband 

of your workout 

pants (been 

there, regret-

ted that). These 

soft and sleek 

leggings come 

with just-

deep-enough 

pockets, so you 

can focus less 

on your tech 

and more on 

your squats. 

(ZeroGSC  

Women’s Yoga 

Pants, $20, 

amazon.com)

Soap and water  

is still ideal, 

especially if you 

can see any grime 

on your hands, says 

David Berendes, 

PhD, an epidemiol-

ogist in the CDC’s 

 Waterborne 

 Disease  Prevention 

Branch. “When 

hands are visibly 

dirty, sanitizer is 

unable to fully get 

rid of germs, even 

with scrubbing.” 

And the gels can’t 

kill norovirus 

(eek—a stomach 

bug). Your best bet 

is always to suds up 

and scrub for  

20 seconds mini-

mum. That said, if 

you’re in a pinch—

or your hands seem 

pretty clean—it’s 

okay to get by with 

a  sanitizer that’s at 

least 60 percent 

alcohol, says 

Berendes.
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